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Inside the "Meraki" by Raykon Construction in Utah, a massive,

meticulously designed period-inspired home. Its multi-level

structure boasts an intricate and elaborate interior, showcasing

an abundance of detail and craftsmanship. This residence

epitomizes architectural excellence and offers a luxurious

journey through a bygone era of grandeur.

Raykon



Café™ Professional Series 30" Smart Built-In Convection Double Wall
Oven
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Inside
Period-inspired homes shine with meticulous attention

to detail, revealing a profound love for architecture

and design. They exemplify the art of turning passion

into magnificent reality. Let this inspiration drive your

week, fueling your creative journey in the world of

design and architecture.
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SOFT
TOUCH

The luxurious home exudes a classic French rustic charm with a sophisticated twist.
Linen fabric drapes gracefully throughout, imparting a soft, flowing elegance that
invites relaxation. Rich wooden accents infuse warmth and character into each space,
evoking a cozy countryside ambiance. The clever interplay of metals, including
white-painted elements, adds a touch of refinement to the rustic backdrop.
Together, these elements form a harmonious mood board that encapsulates the
essence of timeless luxury, seamlessly blending the beauty of natural materials with a
hint of French countryside allure.
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FRENCH NEO CLASSIC EDITION  44

CLASSIC
Redefining



In the heart of Utah, Raykon Construction stands tall as a beacon of bespoke excellence.
Their commitment to crafting unique, tailor-made masterpieces for each client is a testament
to their unwavering dedication to perfection. We featured the firm in a previous edition of
Inside Magazine, primarily because I was completely blown away by their set-apart style
seamless clean lines, and focus on detail. 
What truly sets Raykon apart is its profound belief in nurturing the innate talent of its
contractors, allowing them to flourish and reach new heights. It's this synergy that fuels the
company's unparalleled success and the passion for excellence that drives every project.
Raykon's constant, hands-on involvement in every facet of construction ensures seamless
and practical execution, making dreams come true with every brick laid. They don't just
build; they breathe life into visions, embodying the essence of each client's desires.
With impeccable attention to detail woven into every fiber of their work, Raykon transforms
mere buildings into thoughtfully designed, well-crafted works of art. Dubbed the North Star
of construction and project management in Utah, Raykon Construction has illuminated the
industry with its brilliance. Their latest masterpiece, "The Meraki," effortlessly weaves
French-style opulence, neo-classical grace, and Southern charm into every exquisite detail.
This bespoke home envelops you in an irresistible embrace, offering the warm familiarity of
a countryside farmhouse in Provence. It strikes a perfect harmony between modern
sensibilities and the enchanting allure of a bygone era. Stepping into "The Meraki" is like
stepping into a living memory, a captivating blend of timeless nostalgia and contemporary
elegance, where every fixture and finish tells a story of artistry and sophistication. In this
exquisite home, a delicate and neutral palette sets the stage, casting a luminous and ethereal
atmosphere. It's a sanctuary of serenity, with materials like whitewashed oak, ash grey teak,
reclaimed oak, brushed bronze, and brass gracing every corner.
The kitchen is a masterpiece, with cream embossed tiles enveloping an intricately hand-
carved white wood hood, juxtaposed beautifully against brushed brass accents. The interiors
exude comfort, featuring fabrics like linen, including elements of French Flax linen, that add
a touch of rustic elegance. The lighting, reminiscent of French sophistication, showcases
multi-light chandeliers with elaborate curves and strategically placed crystals. These fixtures
infuse warmth and a graceful glow into the living spaces. French-style beds, characterized by
their ornate detailing and timeless elegance, take center stage in the bedrooms, creating
havens of tranquility. Carved arched mirrors are thoughtfully positioned throughout,
reflecting the home's refined charm and adding a touch of visual intrigue to this elegant
masterpiece.
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KIT-
CHEN
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In this meticulously crafted kitchen, the essence of detailed French
classic style reigns supreme. The color palette is a harmonious blend of
white and grey wood cabinetry, creating a refined contrast that exudes
timeless sophistication. Every element is a testament to meticulous
craftsmanship, with intricate detailing adorning the cabinetry, from
ornate handles to delicate molding and trim work. The result is a visual
masterpiece that evokes the classic charm of a French chateau.
A focal point of this culinary haven is the classic-style white hood that
commands attention above the cooking area. Its elegant design marries
functionality with aesthetics, serving as both a powerful ventilation
system and a work of art. Custom-designed fittings add a personalized
touch, ensuring that every aspect of this kitchen is tailored to
perfection. Brass feature pendants dangle gracefully from above, their
warm metallic hue casting a soft glow that complements the cabinetry's
color scheme. In this detailed and classic French-inspired kitchen,
every element is thoughtfully chosen and expertly crafted.

French Style
Culinary Haven
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EDITOR’S
PICK

Francois & Co's Classic Range Kitchen Hoods epitomize timeless luxury. These meticulously crafted
hoods are artistic masterpieces, gracing custom-built homes with elegance. Choose from a diverse array
of materials such as marble, limestone, copper, and brass, ensuring both opulence and durability. These
hoods are not just beautiful; they're highly functional, effectively removing smoke, odors, and grease.

Customization options abound, allowing you to tailor the hood's size, shape, and design to your kitchen's
unique character. Whether your style is traditional or contemporary, Francois & Co's Classic Range
Kitchen Hoods merge classic aesthetics with modern performance, enhancing both the beauty and

functionality of your kitchen space.
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Borcelle Store

Franny
round
ottoman
Leather stitched tapered
ottoman with wood block
feet.

POLY & BARK

florine nine
light
chandelier
 Persian White And Mystic
Silver Iron Chandelier.

MODISH STORE

cyrus sofa
Curved edge sofa with soft
precision-cream upholstery
fabric. 

HICKORY WHITE

LIVINGStyle
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french
farmhouse
style
chandelier
Made of wrought iron with
intricate carvings and
finished in antique white.

CAPITOL BELLE

Risch
Slipcover
Dining Chair
Ultra-modern farmhouse  
style with a slipcover
stitched of high-
performance fabric.

WISTERIA

classic
ophelia
round
dining table
Antique oak finish
reclaimed wood dining
table. 

OPHELIA & CO.

Borcelle Store

DININGStyle
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Cage Pendant
Brushed brass and glass
Cage style pendant. 

VISUAL COMFORT

Rue Counter
Stool 
Bisque French Linen with
Natural Gray Ash wood.

LOOMLAN

Commercial-
Style Gas
Rangetop
Café™ 48" Commercial-
Style Gas Rangetop with 6
Burners and Integrated
Griddle

CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES

Borcelle Store

KITCHENStyle
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vercana table
lamp
Smoked Mercury glass
accented with brushed
Nickel metal details.

MODISH STORE

MAISON
CLOSED
NIGHTSTAND
Made from Antiqued Grey
Oak distressed solid
hardwood.

RH

Gustav bed
Velvet  tufted with crystal
buttons, and alder wood
legs in a dark walnut finish.

HAUTE HOUSE HOME

Borcelle Store

BEDROOMStyle
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Jarrod Arch
Metal Wall
Mirror
Lightly Antique Gold
arched-top mirror. 

ARLO

Gorsed
Vanity Stool
Veneer Composite wood in
Fabric & Golden Ivory
Finish.

ACME FURNITURE

bella bath
Acrylic Free-Standing
Bathtub.

EVIVA

Borcelle Store

BATHROOMStyle
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frenchSlumber
French-style classic beds are characterized by their ornate

designs, intricate detailing, and opulent materials. They
feature curved lines, carved motifs, and often include
upholstered headboards and footboards. What makes

them unique and classy is their timeless elegance, which
adds a touch of luxury and sophistication to any bedroom,

making it a statement piece of furniture.

CARACOLE

ÉTAMINE

POMPIDOU

THOMASVILLE

HORCHOW

LAYLA GRAYCE
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Within this classic revival garden, a modern landscape unfolds,
adorned with French farmhouse-style decor and furniture. The
dominant color scheme centers on pristine white reclaimed wood,
imbuing the space with a sense of enduring grace. Classic wall-
mounted light fixtures and traditional lighting elements are
thoughtfully positioned throughout, casting a gentle, welcoming
radiance. At the heart of this picturesque scene lies a rectangular pool,
enhanced by a skillfully crafted rock feature. This custom-designed
rock feature channels a tranquil waterfall that gracefully spills into the
pristine waters of the pool, creating a soothing, rhythmic soundscape.
The garden's arrangement of classic furniture is inviting, beckoning
visitors to linger and appreciate the picturesque surroundings. This
outdoor haven harmoniously blends classic aesthetics with modern
landscape design, offering a timeless and serene retreat.

Simple & Elegant
Classic Revival
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seville rug
 Polypropylene Turkish
made classic style rug. 

KAS

LOIRE TEAK
LOUNGE CHAIR
Handcrafted from solid
teak which is weathered,
with luxury performance
Limonta fabric.

ACME FURNITURE

BALMAIN TEAK
RECTANGULAR
COFFEE TABLE
Weathered Teak is a
handcrafted, multistep
finish.

RH

Borcelle Store

OUTDOORStyle
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C O R R O S I O N
C o l l e c t i o n

@lepangluxuryinteriors 

LEPANG

CANVAS   |    METAL     |  FRAMED PR INTS
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ARAHBESPOKE
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Editor
LEPANG FERGUSON

Designer, Artist & Author, Lepang Ferguson has been
working in the lifestyle industry for many years, having
spent most of her career as a graphic designer & product
developer, her love for interior and industrial design
grew, allowing her to develop her own collections and
work seamlessly in the interior & lifestyle design
industry. 

www.lepangluxuryinteriors.com
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